The Londolozi Studio
Where ancient wisdom, modern technology and nature converge.

The Londolozi Studio
Londolozi has long been recognized as a superb location for wildlife photography, specializing in the big cats.
Incredible light, diverse scenery and a plethora of African wildlife set the stage for unsurpassed photographic
theatre.
Every Londolozi game drive holds the possibility of immortalizing amazing moments on camera and with our
experienced guides leading your safari experience you will be all set to capture the images you have dreamed of.
It is our mission at the Studio to provide every opportunity for you, the guest, to capture outstanding
photographs during your time with us in the African wilderness.

Gear Rentals
The Photographic Studio also offers guests the chance to rent a multitude of professional level photographic
bodies, lenses, accessories as well as Binoculars. Gone are the days of lugging heavy camera gear around the
world. Now it’s as simple as pre-booking your gear and finding it ready for use upon your arrival at the lodge.
First-time photographers can also try out the latest telephoto lens and body setups by requesting the equipment
at the lodge. If you want to capture a close-up of a leopard in a tree, a fish eagle in flight or zebras grooming each
other, the photographic studio has the right lens to get you the perfect shot.

Online Rentals

Camera Tutorials
Our Team of passionate photography experts (whether they are Londolozi rangers or part of our photography
team itself) are available to assist with a camera tutorial during your stay. Whether you would like to know a bit
more about the camera you are using, or you are interested in gaining a deeper understanding of the photography principles and how best to capture your safari shots, you can spend time with someone who will guide you
through the process.

Photo editing & canvas printing
The Photographic Studio is very popular with Londolozi guests, who are given the opportunity to direct and
produce their own creative works of art. With tuition from an experienced Lightroom coach, you can spend time
between game drives editing your best safari shots. 60 minute slots (at an additional fee) allow you to work on
10 of your favourite photographs – taking a good photograph and turning it into a great one! The Studio offers
wide-format canvas prints that are easily packaged and protected- giving you the opportunity to take home a
one-of-a-kind piece of art as the ultimate safari memory- either for your own home, or as a gift for friends and
family.

Personal Photographic tuition
While most of our rangers have a natural flair for photography, several Londolozi rangers are highly regarded
photographers in their own right. For this safari option, we will pair you with one of these ‘photographic rangers’
and also bring in a professional photographic tutor to be your private instructor. Your photographic tutor will
assist you both in the field and in post-processing and editing.
Londolozi is known across the world as a destination which offers remarkable photographic wildlife
opportunities and is the perfect location to chart this new frontier in wildlife photography.
Included:
•
A private safari vehicle customized for the photographic experience
•
A professional photographic tutor with specialist wildlife photography knowledge
•
A dedicated ranger and tracker team focused on getting you into the best photographic
positions possible
•
Access to the photography Studio for daily review and editing sessions. Two small canvasses
(24cm x 36cm) are included and extra printing can be done at an additional cost
*The photographic safari experience is limited to four guests per vehicle and a minimum of two nights. This
safari type must be booked prior to arrival.

Fine Art Catalogue
The Londolozi Fine Art Catalogue is a collection of specially chosen, exquisite wildlife photographs taken by the
photography professionals on staff. It encompasses everything from award winning leopard shots to breathtaking scenery of the reserve. If you have a specific shot in mind that you perhaps didn’t get the chance to take,
or just love the look of one as an addition to your own collection of memories, the catalogue provides you the
opportunity to browse and buy a copy - either to print onto canvas to take home with you, or to license for your
own personal use.

For any of the above options please contact our team of photographic enthusiasts on
studio@londolozi.co.za

